A Governor Probably Can Stop
Capital Cases by Executive Order

Overview

The New York Times recently
reported that Governor Gavin Newsom is “considering several new steps to
dismantle the state’s capital punishment system” and “discussing with the
attorney general’s office what role the state could play in blocking
prosecutions of new death sentences.” The Times quoted experts who argued that a
governor lacks authority to order an attorney general or local prosecutors to
stop pursuing capital judgments, and that taking cases from local prosecutors
would be “unprecedented.”

No California governor has ever tried to
direct state prosecutors to this degree. But that does not mean a governor
lacks such power. On the contrary: the California constitution, judicial
precedent, and Attorney General opinions support the conclusion that a governor
can order an attorney general and local prosecutors to stop pursuing capital
cases.

In California, a governor has superior
executive power over an attorney general. If the two conflict, the governor controls
executive branch policy. An attorney general has constitutional power to
supervise county prosecutors, and may assume control over local criminal cases.
This means that a governor could stop all pending capital cases and bar new capital
cases, by issuing an executive order like this:

The Attorney General is hereby ordered to stipulate to
dismissal with prejudice of the capital portion (and only that portion) of all
capital sentences currently being litigated in California courts, in exchange
for each capital inmate’s stipulation to converting the capital sentence to
life without possibility of parole. The Attorney General is further hereby
ordered to use that office’s supervisory power over California’s District
Attorneys to seek no capital sentences in any pending or future cases.

A
governor has power over other state executive officers

The constitutional pecking order, which places a governor in a supervisory role
above an attorney general, suggests that a governor can direct an attorney general
to stop defending capital appeals, and to intervene to prevent local prosecutors from
pursuing new capital cases. A governor’s broad discretionary executive authority
flows from Article V, section 1 (“The supreme executive power of this State is vested
in the Governor”) and the legislature, which granted governors power to “supervise
the official conduct of all executive and ministerial officers.”[1] Article V, section 1
also provides that a governor “shall see that the law is faithfully executed,” and
Article V, section 4 gives governors power to require the other executive officers “to
furnish information relating to their duties.” Absent legislative direction, it is a
governor’s duty, in seeing that the laws are executed, to provide for carrying out the
executive tasks. And in discharging this duty, a governor may direct another elected
executive official to act.[2] The attorney general has recognized a governor’s
expansive executive order authority. An executive order “need not be predicated
upon some express statutory provision, but may properly be employed to effectuate
a right, duty, or obligation which emanates or may be implied from the Constitution
or to enforce public policy embodied within the Constitution and laws.”[3]

While California divides its executive branch
into nine independently elected offices,[4]

the state constitution vests primary and superior authority over the executive
branch in a governor. A governor’s supervisory relationship over the other
elected executive officers is well-established: in a conflict between a governor
and another elected executive official, the governor prevails. “The
constitutional pattern is crystal clear: if a conflict between the Governor and
the Attorney General develops over the faithful execution of the laws of this
state, the Governor retains the ‘supreme executive power’ to determine the
public interest; the Attorney General may act only ‘subject to the powers’ of
the Governor.”[5]

The other executive branch officers have
sharply limited constitutional powers. The state constitution “follows a
minimalist approach” regarding the other elected executive officers: “it
provides for the office but primarily leaves it to the Legislature to define
the duties and functions” of the office.[6]
While the state executive branch is divided “in the sense that the officers are
independently elected, and therefore cannot be removed by the Governor, the
Governor is charged with supervising the official conduct of these officers.”[7]

Viewing the California governor as the
final executive authority is consistent with the nature of that office. The
lack of any real restriction on state government design makes the state executive
different from the national executive.[8]
Unlike the President, who only holds those powers expressly granted and
necessarily implied by the federal charter, a California governor holds
“supreme executive power” limited only by the state constitution’s express
terms. The California constitution is a limitation, not a grant of power.[9]
This makes a unified executive view of the California executive even more
suitable than in the federal system.[10]
And state governors vary widely in their institutional powers.[11]
That variation establishes a spectrum within which California’s governor can
fall — and the spectrum’s high end is the maximum executive power a state can

exercise.

Critics will argue that governors cannot
undo constitutional provisions by personal fiat. An order like the one
suggested here doubtless would be challenged (as by the attorney general in a
declaratory relief action) and the lead argument likely will be that because
capital punishment is presently lawful in California, the order violates the governor’s
duty to see that the law is faithfully executed.[12]
A recalcitrant attorney general could also argue that, as an independently-elected
executive officer, the office has a constitutional mandate to evaluate an executive
action’s legality in the public interest, and a contrary view deprives the people
of a vigilant watchdog.[13]

Yet the judicial challenge option’s
availability does not detract from the governor’s power to make the order —
government
officials frequently litigate disagreements in court.[14]
Within the state executive branch, barring some constitutional or statutory
restriction the California governor has no checks.[15]
A governor has the call on state executive policy; the subordinate officer’s options
are either to comply or to seek judicial protection. This does not mean that
California’s governor is a king. The other branches have power to check the
executive. The courts have the final say on how the law should be enforced.[16]
The legislature can remove a governor’s statutory powers.[17]
And the voters can recall or vote out a governor for nonperformance.

Two other contrary arguments — reorganization
and delegation — are not persuasive. A governor cannot by fiat reassign or
reorganize another constitutional office or its functions. Article V, section 6
allows the legislature to provide statutory authority for a governor to assign
and reorganize executive branch functions, other than “elective officers and

agencies administered by elective officers.”[18]
But the contemplated orders relate to the attorney general’s office policy and
exercise of prosecutorial discretion, not reassignment or reorganization of
functions. The delegation argument is similarly infirm.[19]
While a governor cannot delegate ultimate responsibility for performing
discretionary
gubernatorial duties, ordering another officer to take a policy direction is
the opposite of delegation.

Based on the office’s constitutional and
statutory power over the subordinate executive officers, and the judicial
decisions upholding that power against objections by them, a governor probably
could order an attorney general to stop defending capital appeals, and to use
the attorney general’s supervisory power over local prosecutors to stop them
from pursuing new capital cases.

An
attorney general has supervisory power over local prosecutors

In its core function of prosecuting
crime, a district attorney is a state actor. True, in some circumstances a
district attorney is a county officer.[20]
But in the relevant context here (charging and prosecuting crime) an attorney
general
has constitutional power over local prosecutors. Article V, section 13 provides
in part that “Subject to the powers and duties of the Governor, the Attorney
General shall be the chief law officer of the State. It shall be the duty of the
Attorney General to see that the laws of the State are uniformly and adequately
enforced. The Attorney General shall have direct supervision over every
district attorney . . . .”

In Pitts
v. County of Kern, the
California Supreme Court held that this provision makes county
prosecutors subordinate to the attorney general: “In California, each county
district attorney is supervised by the Attorney General.”[21]
And that power goes beyond the simple decisions about how to charge an individual
case: “the constitutional and statutory supervisory power accorded the Attorney
General is not reasonably susceptible to an interpretation that it is limited
to oversight of a district attorney’s actions when he or she is prosecuting a
particular case.”[22]
The state high court has respected this supervisory authority since at least
1882. In County of Sacramento v. C. P. R.
R. Co., the court held that an attorney general had the right to control a
criminal action in the trial court and to appeal from the judgment, even to the
extent of intervening to override the local prosecutor’s position.[23]

The only contrary case is People v. Brophy, an old Court of Appeal
decision that concluded that direct supervision “does not contemplate absolute
control and direction” nor permit “a substitution of judgment.”[24]
But the California Supreme Court has never adopted that position; indeed, it
appears only in Justice Mosk’s dissent in Pitts.
And Brophy
is questionable authority, because the California Supreme Court distinguished
it when holding (again) that an attorney general has constitutional
responsibility to oversee local law enforcement.[25]

These supervisory powers are not
theoretical. When actual conflicts have arisen between the constitutional
officer and local prosecutors, the courts have consistently upheld the attorney
general’s authority. For example, in People
v. Hy-Lond Enterprises, Inc., the
Court of Appeal held that a district attorney cannot bind an attorney general

with a judgment, that the attorney general may intervene to set aside that
judgment, and rejected any local authority to restrain the attorney general.[26]
And in Abbot
Laboratories v. Superior Court, the Court of Appeal held that a
district attorney’s jurisdiction is limited to its county, and the county
officer could not restrict an attorney general’s constitutional power to obtain
relief on behalf of the entire state.[27]

Given the consistent judicial treatment
of this issue, it is difficult to find authority contradicting the conclusion
that an attorney general (as the state’s chief law enforcement officer with
constitutional supervision powers over local prosecutors) can enforce a policy
decision to bar capital prosecutions. And there is even less basis to argue
that an attorney general is somehow barred from making a discretionary decision
that defending capital appeals is not in the state’s interest. Based on the
office’s constitutional powers and the long-standing respect for those powers
shown by the courts, an attorney general would have a good-faith legal basis to
issue those orders.

Conclusion

An elected executive officer (like an attorney
general) could make a legal and political decision to follow a governor’s order
like the one discussed here, and similarly local prosecutors could accept the
state’s direction. Or they could refuse. Either choice bears two risks:
lawsuits and punishment at the ballot box. Following the order means being sued
by stakeholders; refusing the order means the governor will sue the attorney
general,
or the attorney general will sue the county prosecutor. Following the order has
the better legal foundation — in conflicts between higher and lower executive
officers

the higher officer generally wins.

The one untenable plan here is to do nothing.
The courts may uphold this kind of executive action, or not. But the pause on
executions
eventually will draw a legal challenge for failure to faithfully execute the
law and to exercise the ministerial duty of carrying out a lawful judgment of
death, and risk judicial ire for failing to respect a final court judgment.[28]
Another executive order is surely required.
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